
 

 

  

Beds for all requirements at the largest medical fair in Africa
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Africa Health is setting records again in 2019: as the largest African medical fair of all time with 560
exhibitors from around 40 countries. And of course, Stiegelmeyer will also be attending the Gallagher
Convention Center in Johannesburg from 28 to 30 May – with a redesigned stand and attractive products
from all of the company’s divisions. 

  

Beds for all requirements at the largest medical
 fair in Africa

Stiegelmeyer presents models from all divisions at Africa Health in
Johannesburg

Africa Health is setting records again in 2019: as the largest African medical fair of all time with 560
exhibitors from around 40 countries. And of course, Stiegelmeyer will also be attending the Gallagher
Convention Center in Johannesburg from 28 to 30 May – with a redesigned stand and attractive products
from all of the company’s divisions.

Hospital clients will find a wide selection of modern beds for different needs. The models Deka and Deka
junior stand for a modular system with a very good price-performance ratio for international markets.
Mechanical and gradual motorised variants are possible as well as different safety sides and design options.



  

This year more the organisers expect more than 10,500 attendees.

Evario – the bed for all units

The Evario is an innovative hospital bed for high standards. Our visitors in Johannesburg can explore the
Protega split safety sides and intuitive operation with the LCD handset or integrated panel. The planar
design of the Evario and its optional machine washability ensure ideal hygiene properties. Even the plastic
Protega safety side is suitable for automatic reprocessing – as the only model of its kind. 

Machine washability is also playing an increasingly important role in home care beds. It protects the
residents and relatives and relieves the operators. Therefore, the new Dali wash can be seen at Africa
Health. Its cathodic dip coating (KTL) and special drilling prevent corrosion caused by the washing process.
At the same time, the Dali wash benefits from the many strengths of the new Dali series, such as the
wireless handset for more freedom of movement or the tool-free clickable safety sides for a simpler setup.

  

Africa Health is the largest medical trade show on the African continent.

Homelike Venta

Safety and elegant comfort in the nursing home ensure a better quality of life and a better public image. Our
care bed Venta meets these requirements effortlessly. As a low-height bed with flexible safety sides it
protects and mobilises the resident at the same time. The optional LCD handset with the EasyCare function
allows quick and easy operation for all user groups. And visually, the Venta with its elegant appearance and
the selectable softcovers is a comfortable designer bed for every style of furnishing.

Our South African team is already looking forward to traveling from Cape Town to Johannesburg and will
warmly welcome all visitors to our inviting and informative stand 5.E30.

https://www.stiegelmeyer-forum.com/en/trade-fairs-events/beds-for-all-requirements-at-the-largest-medical-
fair-in-africa.html
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